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For the first time in history, eradicating world poverty is within our reach. Yet around the world, a
billion people struggle to live each day on less than many of us pay for bottled water. In The Life
You Can Save, Peter Singer uses ethical arguments, illuminating examples, and case studies of
charitable giving to show that our current response to world poverty is not only insufficient but
morally indefensible. The Life You Can Save teaches us to be a part of the solution, helping
others as we help ourselves.

About the AuthorJudy Diamond is professor and curator of informal science education at the
University of Nebraska State Museum. A biologist and science educator, she is the author of
over 40 publications on informal learning. She has a long career working in science museums,
first as curriculum developer at the Lawrence Hall of Science, as evaluator and project
coordinator at the Exploratorium, and as deputy director for public programs at the San Diego
Natural History Museum.Michael Stephen Horn is assistant professor of learning sciences and
computer science at Northwestern University where he directs the Tangible Interaction Design
and Learning Lab. Horn earned a PhD in Human Computer Interaction from Tufts University in
2009 and has been developing innovative technology-based learning experiences for museum
and other informal learning environments for over ten year. His research interests involve
understanding the role of cultural forms in shaping participating and learning around physical
and technological artifacts. He is the author of over 30 scholarly articles and his work can be
seen at the Museum of Science, Boston, the California Academy of Sciences, the Field
Museum, and the Computer History Museum.David H. Uttal is professor of psychology and
education at Northwestern University. He holds a doctorate in developmental psychology from
the University of Michigan, and he is the author of over 50 articles and book chapters. His
research interests are in the development of children’s thinking, with a focus on symbolic and
spatial reasoning, and his work has been supported by the National Institutes of Health, the
National Science Foundation, and the Institute of Education Sciences. At Northwestern he
directs the multidisciplinary program in education sciences, which trains graduate students from
different disciplines to conduct rigorous research in educational contexts.
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Andrew Schonbek, “Do Something!!!. We've all seen movies in which somebody is trapped in a
life-threatening situation.They cry out, "Help me - do something".And somebody comes to the
rescue.Except, as Peter Singer argues in The Life You Can Save, if they are the poorest of the
poor, crying out in destitution and need. Here, all too often their cry is not heard or is ignored,
and nobody comes to the rescue.Singer's point is that we need to do something.The book starts
off on a jarring note with a simple illustration that the author uses in the classes he teaches in
Practical Ethics. Here is the situation: A child is in danger, and will likely lose his life if nothing is
done. A passer by happens upon the scene. Saving the life of the child will involve minor
inconvenience (being late for work) and a small financial cost (a dry cleaning bill and a new pair
of shoes). What should the passer by do?Invariably the students are indignant that the question
is even asked as it seems obvious that the life of a child is precious, and that herculean effort, let
alone minor inconvenience, ought to be expended to save that life.Why then, Singer asks, do we
not feel the same way about the thousands of children dying every day as a result of extreme
poverty, given that the cost of saving any one of those lives is typically inconsequential.The
exploration of this moral inconsistency makes up the substance of this very good book.In it the
author examines common objections to giving, the economics and efficiency of aid, and
ultimately develops a proposal for a new standard of giving. As he shows, if implemented, the
well off of the world could continue to enjoy an exceedingly high standard of living, while
significantly impacting, if not eliminating world poverty.This is a convicting and a very
challenging book. My youngest daughter, bound for a term of study abroad in Ghana, refuses to
discuss it with me, stating only that it made her very angry.Agree, or disagree, the author has
made points that are hard to ignore.”

Ryan Crafts, “Save another's life . . . change your own.. My undergraduate education was in
philosophy with an emphasis in ethical theory. As such, I have been aware of Singer's argument
on this topic for quite some time. Nonetheless, it was not until I read and re-read this book that I
dramatically changed my own lifestyle to better live up to the demands of the argument's
conclusion.Singer's argument that we should give to the world's poorest people is the same as
he has articulated it for many years and this book adds little or nothing on that front. However
this book also tackles the questions of why we fail to give and what can be done to encourage
people to give. Regarding these issues, this book is perhaps the best available on the subject,
especially for mainstream readers. Singer's adept treatment of these questions sets him up well
to conclude by asking the reader to pledge to give a minimum portion of their income to world's
poorest people.After reading this book I decided to accept Singer's challenge (look for my name
on the website). Indeed, I felt compelled to give at a rate higher than he outlines for my income
level. I asked my business partners to read the book. I'm now circulating that copy among other
professional contacts. I purchased a second book to circulate among friends and family. I'm



working with my payroll service on a plan to help my co-workers to give. It's a modest start, but
I'm still proud of it and excited to do more.It seems that even a cursory review of the facts on the
ground and Singer's logic will force one to conclude that the argument is sound. Despite this, I
was content to simply be a selfish lout for a long time. This book was a key element in my choice
to change my own life in order to help the world's worst off. I highly recommend it to everyone
and especially those who are looking for the nudge to get themselves out of complacency.”

Johnny Blue, “Life Changing. This is a wonderful book: simple, short and very much to the point.
It has two aims.The first aim is to demonstrate the importance of making the right decision when
donating to charitable causes. Charities vary hugely in their effectiveness. Most charitable
interventions have not been evaluated and most of those that have show pretty modest gains.
But rigorous evaluation of charities is a new science and there are many out there that have
demonstrated exceptional value. All these work on humanitarian causes in relieving poverty and
preventing diseases in developing countries. Singer shows how these can be found.The second
aim is what other reviewers have referred to as “bold, strong, provocative and infuriating”. It is
the moral argument for individuals giving more to effective humanitarian causes. Singer makes
a very strong case and takes apart the common reasons given as to why supporting
humanitarian causes is ineffective. If we all gave a little more we could eliminate the extreme
poverty that blights 20% of the world’s population and kills 18,000 children every day.A summary
of The Life You Can Save is available through Peter Singer’s 18 minute TED talk at
www.ted.com. I would also recommend Caroline Fiennes’ “It Ain’t What You Give It’s The Way
That You Give It”. Though covering much the same territory, Fiennes’ book avoids the
moralising, is more orientated towards UK charities and provides a road map for effective giving
that can be applied to any cause.”

Alexander Sokol, “Interesting, slightly infuriating. Singer's book is an unusual melange of ethical
philosophizing, aid statistics and personal stories. He begins the book with some arguments for
correct ehthical standards, pointing out that most people fall far short of these standards.
Afterwards, he discusses aid efficiency, both as regards how functional aid in practice turns out
to be, as well as the problem of distinguishing between efficient and inefficient aid. Finally, he
lays out practical standards for giving.His ethical arguments, and particular his discussion of the
psychology of giving, are interesting. However, they also turn out to be the most annoying part of
the book, as Singer implicitly accuses the reader who does not live up to his standards of being
immoral - Singer lays out a short set of ethical standards, considers some objections to the
standards which are generally dismissed, and between the lines seem to conclude that his
standards are somehow universal and irrefutable. While he correctly points out that complete
moral relativism leads to problems, his moral absolutism is also problematic. Moreover, he does
not consider arguments such as personal happiness being very much relative to one's society,
leading to his absolute comparisons being somewhat rigid. Finally, he several times uses the



example of it being immoral not to save a child drowning in a pond, arguing that letting starving
children in Africa die is just as immoral. It would indeed seem very heartless for a member of an
affluent society to leave alone a child drowning on the side of the road. However, if instead it
were the case that a billion children were drowning on the side of the road, it would appear
somewhat more understandable that at some point, the otherwise upstanding citizen would quit
rescuing children.Singer must be commended for speaking his mind openly and raising difficult
questions. However, his arguments appear somewhat simplistic in some respects. His call for
people to give more is reasonable, and the 5% he is asking is not much, but his ethical
arguments appear weak.All in all, a book with a few flaws, but nonetheless unique enough to
merit reading.”

Charlie B, “Very Constructive and Well Written. This is very well written and clearly argued book
which provokes much thought as to how we best provide foreign aid and how as individual
members of societies in the developed world can best contribute to the alleviation of world
poverty. A rewarding intellectual exercise which also plays positively on our emotions.”

LDC, “Great book. Please read it. You can help other people and your conscience at the same
time. Great book. Please read it, and please set up your direct debit to Oxfam, or UNICEF, or
fixing fistula's or cataract's, or any other preferred charity when you get to the end.Cant give 5%
of your take home pay. No problem, give 4%, or 3%, or straight GBP20/month or whatever you
think you can afford.  Its the right thing to do, and you will feel better for it too...”

Gary G, “Very readable, engaging and inspirational.. Fantastic book. Deeply thought provoking
and ultimately a won argument. The basic premise is that if we can help another human being
then to not do so is wrong. Our obligations in relation to this premise are then laid out and the
reasons we don't fulfil them but also how we can are explored. Very readable, engaging and
massively inspirational.”

The book by Peter Singer has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 213 people have provided feedback.
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